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 What kinds of movies did you see? 

 Was  it                    ?
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Where were these movies made in?
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What do you know about Hollywood?
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The famous actors
• Four Heavenly Kings of Hollywood
• 汤姆 克鲁斯， 布拉德 皮特，   威尔 史密斯，   约翰尼 德普
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How much do you know about these places?
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Mann’s Chinese Theater is a movie theater that was 
built in 1927 in an imitation of Chinese style. In the 
courtyard, 160 movie stars have set their handprints 
and footprints in the concrete.
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Universal Studios is a 
film studio where 
visitors can see how 
movies are filmed and 
special effects are 
created. They’ll see 
dinosaurs from the 
film Jurassic Park, 
and the shark from 
Jaws.
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The Hollywood Walk of Fame. It’s known all 
over the world. Some are famous, some you 
know, others you hardly recognize, and others 
you’ve never heard of. But each is a star, and 
everyone of these Hollywood stars have a story. 
With nearly three and a half miles of sidewalk, 
nearly 2,400 stars, and over 100 years of history, 
the Hollywood Walk of Fame is a lot to take in. 
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The Hollywood Bowl is a huge outdoor concert hall that 
opened in 1922. It’s one of the largest outdoor theaters 
in the world. Because Los Angeles has a desert climate, 
concerts are seldom cancelled due to bad weather.
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 ConversationUnit Two

A. Listen and discuss the following questions:

     Jason and Brad are looking for the 
Walk of Fame. Stacey and Casey are 
looking for the Walk of Fame, too.

             1. Where did they want to go?

             

             2. Did they find it?

Where’s the Walk of Fame?

The Walk of Fame

Yes, they did.



• B. Listen and practice. 
Brad: How was your date with Casey lat night? 

Jason: It was awful. I blew it. 

 Brad: I’m really sorry ,Jason. 

Jason: Thanks… Hey, where are we? Let’s ask for directions.

Brad: Excuse me. Where’s the Walk of Fame? 

Stranger: It’s on Hollywood Boulevard, between Vine and 

Fairfax Avenue. Go north on Highland Avenue, and turn 

left on Hollywood Boulevard. The Walk of Fame is right 

there.  

Jason: Thank you.
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Stacey: How was your date with Jason last night?

Casey: It was great.

Stacey: I’m so glad.

Casey: Thanks… I think we’re lost. Why don’t we ask for                 
directions?

Casey: Excuse me. Can you tell us how to get to the Walk of      
Fame?

Stranger: Sure. Go south on Highland Ave., and turn right 
at the first corner.  That’s Hollywood Blvd.

Stacey: Thanks.
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Jason : Casey, what are you doing here?

Casey: Jason! It’s great to see you.

…… ……
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Where is the post office?



on Bridge Street

Post office Bank

beside the bank / next to the bank

on the left of the bank

Post office BankHotel

between the hotel and the bank

in front of the library
 across from the park

Post office

Library

Park 

Post office

Bridge Street
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Hotel Post office

near the hotel

Post office
on the corner
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• 1. next to/beside: 在…旁边   It’s next to/beside the video shop.
• 2. between… and…:在…和…之间   There is a bank between the 

park and the restaurant. 
• 3. on the corner of: 在（街道）拐角处   The library is on the corner 

of Xinhua street and Zhongshan street.
• 4. behind: 在…后面   It’s behind the tall building.
• 5. across from/opposite: 在…对面 The shoe store is across from / 

opposite the bank.
• 6. in front of: 在…(整体)前面   The bank is in front of the church.
• 7. in the front of:在…(整体内部)前面 He is sitting in the front of the 

classroom.
• 8. to the right/left of : 在…右边/左边  The house is to the right /left 

of the park.
• 9. at the end of: 在…末尾   It’s at the end of the College Avenue.
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The bus station is __________________ the Ritz Hotel.

The bus station is _________ the Plaza Hotel ______ the Ritz Hotel.

The Plaza Hotel is ____________.

The bus station is _____Marina.

The bus station is ___________the Ritz Hotel.

The church is ______________________the Bank.

The TV studio is ________________ the post office.

The pool is ___________________ the house.

The house is _________________ the pool.

next to/ besides

between and

on the corner

near

behind

across from/ opposite

in front of

to the right of

to the left of
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on the corner of
next to (or behind)
at the end of (or on)

between
near (or across from)

on (or at the end of)
across from (or opposite)

next to (beside or in front of)
opposite (or across from)

next to (or beside or next to)
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shoe
store

jewelry
store

toy
store

electronics
store
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• Fill in the blanks with is or are.
1.There _____ a clock on the table. 

2. ____ there a map on the wall? Yes, there ______.

3. There _____ some students in the classroom. 

4. There _____ a pencil, a book and two pens on the 
table. 

5. There _____ two apples, one orange and one banana 
on the table.  

is

Is is

are

is

are
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3. Grammar in Context  GrammarUnit Two
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1. Could you tell me the way to the park?
2. Which is the way to the park, please?
3. Do you know the way to the park?
4. Do you know how to get to the park?
5. Where is the park, please?
6. How can I get to the park?
7. Is there a park near here?



She must _________ if 
she wants to go to the 
cinema.

She must _________ if 
she wants to go to the 
post office. 

turn left turn right

Exercises for road signs(1)
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She must go _________ 
if she wants to go to the 
mall. 

She must go by a 
_____________ if she 
wants to go to the 
park.

 straight
zebra crossing

Exercises for road signs(2)
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She must look at the ___________. 
when she is at the __________.

traffic lights

crossroads

Exercises for road signs(3)  GrammarUnit Two



The entrance 
is on your left.

Walk along 
this road.

Turn right when you 
come to the crossroads.
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Cross the road

Walk along this road.

Turn left when you 
come to the corner 
of the road

Cross the road .
The entrance is 
in front of you. 
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S Tape script
Brad: What are you doing, Jason?
Jason: I’m making a list.
Brad: A list?
Jason: Yeah, well, we’re living in Hollywood now. There      are a lot 
of famous places to visit. I want to go   sightseeing, so I’m making a 
list.
Brad: Where do you want to go?
Jason: I want to go to Mann’s Chinese Theater, then the Walk of 
Fame, and there’s Universal Studios…
Brad:「interrupting」You want to do all of that today? How do we 
get to all those places in one day?
Jason: well, Mann’s Theater is on Hollywood Blvd. The Walk of 
Fame is at the corner of Hollywood Blvd. and Vine Street. So they’re 
not far and … Oh, I forgot. I want to see the Hollywood Bowl, too. It's 
just north of here.
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S Tape script
M1: Where’s the bedroom and bath shop?
F1:It’s next to the jewelry store.
M1:Where’s the jewelry store?
F1: It’s between the bedroom and bath shop, and the toy 
store.
M1:Where’s the Children’s Clothes Store?
F1: It’s across from the electronics store.
M1: Where’s the shoe store?
F1:It’s across from the Bedroom and Bath Store.  




